“The Canon imageRUNNER ADVANCE DX C5870i completes Canon’s DX portfolio, bearing the same qualities that makes this series shine,” said George Mikolay, Associate Director of A3 Hardware/Production at Keypoint Intelligence. “It’s a great choice for large workgroups in so many ways. For one, given its faultless reliability, simple maintenance routines for replacing toner with predictive consumables monitoring, and accessible misfeed areas with excellent guidance, downtime should rarely, if ever, be an issue. There’s also a breadth of administrative tools and utilities to keep the device running, including Remote UI to aid with training and troubleshooting issues. Sophisticated security features include standard uniFLOW Online Express, flexible authentication methods, and encrypted PDF scanning, while a combination of Verify system at startup and McAfee embedded control software provide peace of mind that the device and its output are well protected, in real time.”

“For more capture-orientated workflows, the Canon imageRUNNER ADVANCE DX C5870i boosts productivity with impressively fast scan speeds, easy programming of destinations including the ability to store domains and extensions as one-touch keys, robust scan to USB capabilities, small-size document support, and auto-file split to ensure large scanned documents are more manageable for email,” noted Martin Soane, Keypoint Intelligence’s European Lab Manager. “Crisp text and lines, and vivid colors and superb detailing in halftone images and business graphics make for highly polished and professional-looking general office communications.”
About Keypoint Intelligence

For 60 years, clients in the digital imaging industry have relied on Keypoint Intelligence for independent hands-on testing, lab data, and extensive market research to drive their product and sales success. Keypoint Intelligence has been recognized as the industry’s most trusted resource for unbiased information, analysis, and awards due to decades of analyst experience. Customers have harnessed this mission-critical knowledge for strategic decision-making, daily sales enablement, and operational excellence to improve business goals and increase bottom lines. With a central focus on clients, Keypoint Intelligence continues to evolve as the industry changes by expanding offerings and updating methods, while intimately understanding and serving manufacturers’, channels’, and their customers’ transformation in the digital printing and imaging sector.

About BLI Office Hardware Pick Awards

Buyers Lab Picks stand alone in the industry and are hard-earned awards as they are based on rigorous testing, including an extensive durability assessment and evaluation of key attributes such as usability, image quality, and value. Each product that passes its lab test earns the Highly Recommended or Recommended Seal and a Certificate of Reliability, with the best performers qualifying as Pick contenders.